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Abstract 

 
Near-Earth Objects (NEOs) in the size range of 10m 

to 1000m could cause significant damage if they 

entered the Earth’s atmosphere. However, objects in 

the lower end of the size range are below the 

detectability limit of terrestrial optical telescopes. In 

addition, detection of potential impactors is difficult 

when the NEOs come to the Earth from the direction 

of the Sun, such occurred with the Chelyabinsk 

bolide. However, by identifying so-called 

interplanetary field enhancements (IFEs) at 1AU, we 

are able to identify meteoroid streams that contain 

enhanced densities of potential impactors. We make 

our detections when these impactors strike other 

bodies in space. When these rates of impact rise 

significantly above the average we can identify the 

parent body for the stream thus identifying their 

approximate orbits and issue a warning. 

1. What is an IFE?  

IFEs, as the example shown in Figure 1, are named 

for the cusp-shaped enhancements in the magnetic 

field magnitude. They are believed to result from 

interactions between the solar wind and clouds of 

nanoscale charged dust, released from the collisions 

between interplanetary bodies of 10 to 1000s of 

meters in diameter. As Figure 2 illustrates, the 

compressed magnetic field transfers momentum from 

the solar wind to the charged dust cloud (Figure 3) 

and pushes the dust cloud away from the Sun.  

2. What do we know from previous 

studies? 

Previous studies show that the occurrence of some 

Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO)-detected IFEs are 

associated with the appearance of a small asteroid,  

2201 Oljato, which is estimated to be 1.8km in 

diameter and has a perihelion of 0.62AU. The orbit 

of Oljato crosses  ns de the or  t o   en s  et een 

     and      so ar e   pt    on  t de.  h s se tor  s 

referred to as the Oljato sensitive region. A re-

analysis of PVO observation showed that in the 

1980s, when Oljato approached and receded from the 

sensitive region, many IFEs were detected near the 

crossing points and the IFE rate increased when the 

orbit phase difference of Oljato and Venus decreased 

(Figure 4). This indicates that there is co-orbiting 

material with Oljato and it can collide with material 

 n  en s’ orbital plane and produces the Oljato-

associated IFEs. A further analysis shows that the 

mass of the dust clouds released in these collisions is 

mainly in the mass range of 10
8
~10

9
kg (Figure 5). 

3. What are we doing at 1AU? 

Similar analysis is now applied at 1AU to survey the 

known NEOs which have unrecorded co-orbiting 

material. With ACE, STEREO A and STEREO B 

magnetic field data available, we set up a near-1AU 

IFE data base from 1998 to present. Our selection 

criteria of potential parent objects are: (1) the 

ascending/descending nodes are close to the Sun-IFE 

line; (2) the heliocentric distance of the 

ascending/descending nodes are smaller than the 

ones of the IFEs and the separations are small; (3) 

time separation between the IFE detection and NEOs 

ascending/descending crossings is small. Once we 

identify a stream that has produced excess collisions 

in two or more apparitions we assume that it will 

continue to do so for many years following the 

pattern esta   shed  y the mater a   n O jato’s or  t. 
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Figure 1. An example of IFEs.  
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Figure 2. A cartoon illustrating our IFE formation 

hypothesis. The pressure gradient accelerates the dust 

on the left hand side and decelerates the solar wind 

on the right hand side. The gradient force transfers 

momentum to the charged dust, enabling the dust to 

move away from the Sun. 

 

Figure 3. The slowdown of the solar wind associated 

the momentum transfer can be revealed in the 

superposed epoch study. This slow down is 

proportional to the mass derived from the pressure 

and is the correct size. 

 

Figure 4. PVO observed IFE daily rate distribution as 

a function of phase difference between Oljato and 

Venus.In the sensitive region, the IFE daily rate 

peaks when the phase difference between Oljato and 

Venus is small. Outside the sensitive region, the daily 

rate is uniform. 

 

Figure 5. PVO observed IFE annual rate as a function 

of mass. In the sensitive region, the rates that are 

most enhanced are in the mass range of 10
8
~10

9
kg. 

This corresponds to rocks in the size range of 

20~400m in diameter. The sum of the original 

masses of the two bodies is equal to or greater than 

this mass. 


